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• Founded in 1902 as the Western Branch of the Kansas Normal 
School – 5 name changes over 115 years
• Regional Comprehensive University – 2016-17 enrollment 15,100
• Accredited by the Higher Learning Commission through AQIP 
Process
• Third largest institution in the Kansas Board of Regents system
• 5 Colleges – 60+ programs, from Kansas Academy of Mathematics 
and Science (high school) through Doctorate in Nursing Practice
• Modalities
– On-campus, online, International on-site partners in China and Cambodia
FORSYTH LIBRARY DIGITAL COLLECTIONS 
…A BRIEF HISTORY
• 2004
– Forsyth Library requests Action Plan funds to install CONTENTdm software
– Forsyth Library proposes partnership with Cosmosphere International SciEd
Center and Space Museum to digitize primary source materials related to the 
human space race.
• 2008
– Purchase of CONTENTdm software is funded and installed on FHSU servers
– First Digital Collections Librarian is hired
– Work begins on Forsyth Library Digital Collections
Wooster, Cosmosphere, Dodge City Ledgers, 
• 2013-2014 CONTENTdm moved to hosted service
• 2015 FHSU licenses Digital Commons platform from bepress
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THE REVEILLE
• Official Yearbook of Fort Hays State University
– Published from 1914-2003
• Initially Digitized in 2009: Reveille 1.0
– Presented as its own collection in CONTENTdm
• Library leadership expressed a desire to get more out of 
this collection
– Wanted to see increased usage
– Wanted to see improved user experience
THE REVEILLE 1.0 USAGE
• Incomplete historical 
usage data
• Data only available 
from June 2013-
February 2014
• Documentation for this 
collection was also 
limited
• No application profile 
documentation
• No change logs
• Usage
• 5,365 views over that 9 
month period
• When the August 2013 
data is omitted usage = 
3 views per item per 
month.
THE REVEILLE 2.0
• Decision makers felt the Reveille 1.0 was under performing
• In 2014 the collection was remastered
– Scanned rather than photographed
– New files were much larger than they were in Reveille 1.0
– The files themselves were text-searchable but that was never 
integrated into CONTENTdm
– Organized in CONTENTdm as compound objects
• Metadata for pages within the parent item was never 
completed
THE REVEILLE 2.0 - USAGE
• High of 2100 views in all of 2015 • 2015 average views per item = 2
• 2017 high of 2.8 views per item is skewed 
reflecting work in the collection
Usage numbers of Reveille 2.0 never recovered to their pre-update Reveille 1.0 levels
THE REVEILLE 2.0 ON THE GROUND
• Slow loading
• Essentially unsearchable outside of discovering the year of each yearbook
• Metadata was inconsistent and incomplete
• Two choices going forward
– Try to fix the collection as it existed
– Go for a Reveille 3.0 and start over again
Fixing the Reveille 2.0
• Pdfs were too large for CONTENTdm
• 300+ pages in some cases
• Re-upload the items to CONTENTdm as a 
traditional image-based compound object
• Create metadata for all pages within the 
compound object
• Transcribe name data to make the 
collection text searchable
Reveille 3.0
• Create a new collection in Digital Commons
• Use the pdfs created for Reveille 2.0
• Take advantage of Digital Commons’ text search 
capabilities to reduce the need for metadata creation
DESIGNING REVEILLE 3.0
• Book Gallery to highlight cover art
• Used the collections tool to create 
decade sorted sub-galleries
• Embedded a book reader
REVEILLE 3.0 - USAGE
• Needed to find a way to compare usage.
– CONTENTdm tracks “page views”
– Digital Commons tracks “downloads”
• Chose “metadata page hits” as our preferred metric to reflect the fact that most users will view the item 
using the book reader and not download the full issue
How’s She Doing?
• 1,847 Metadata Page Hits since July 6, 2017
• 6.91 views per item per month
• Reveille 1.0 overall page view per item 
per month = 3
• Reveille 2.0 overall page view per item 
per month = 1.75
CHALLENGES WE FACED AND WHAT 
WE LEARNED FROM THEM
• Determining what was actually wrong with the collection in the face of limited 
data
– Preserve historical usage data
– Document your process:  What did you do and why?
• Finding a way to address problems with the resources available
– Looking at other collections from similar institutions was a key activity
– Talking to other librarians who had faced the same issues was also key
• Determining how much time and effort we wanted to spend on this collection
– Showcase vs. Research collections
• Determining what was really important when moving the collection
– File preservation
– Historical metadata preservation
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